CROOK, JOE
MUSIC VIDEO AND SERIALS COLLECTION

Physical Description:
17 boxes of VHS tapes, 178 magazine serials (separate), 2 calendars (separate), 1 compact disc (separate)

Dates:
1978 to 1999

Abstract (Descriptive Summary):
212 VHS tapes of music videos belonging to collector Joe Crook (6 tapes were defective and are not with collection), 178 serials (primarily rock, blues, and music collector magazines), 2 calendars, 1 compact disc. Most videos relate to 1980s and 1990s alternative rock.

Restrictions:
All materials in this collection are subject to standard national and international copyright laws. Center staff are able to assist with copyright questions for this material.

Provenance and Acquisition Information:
Joe Crook acquired the items in this collection starting from 1981 until 2012. Most of the collection was purchased at record stores in the Nashville area.

Subjects/Index Terms:
Subjects:
Music videos
Alternative rock music
Rock music
Blues (Music)
Rolling Stone (San Francisco, Calif.)

Names:
Crook, Joe, 1956—
Agency History/biographical sketch:
Joe Crook is a Database Administrator in the Nashville area. Originally from Tennessee, he earned his B.S. in Mathematics from Vanderbilt University in 1989. Crook began collecting vinyl records in 1981 while living in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and continued collecting vinyl records, CD’s, and VHS tapes from that point forward.

Scope and content: Collection of 206 VHS tapes. All tapes belonged to Joe Crook, collected over several decades. The videos encompass a wide variety of genres, primarily rock and alternative from the 1980s and 1990s. Also includes 1950s, 60s, and 70s rock, electronica, blues, reggae, ska, and punk. Collection of 178 music magazines primarily consists of Goldmine, Rolling Stone, and Living Blues. See inventory list for specific titles.

Materials Cataloged Separately: All serials catalogued in Center’s database.

Arrangement: Original order has been maintained for music videos. All serials have been separated from collection and catalogued in the Center’s database.

Location: The videotapes are housed in the Manuscript Collections of the collection storage area filed by accession number. Magazines and serials are housed with the Secondary Serials collection.

Related Materials: The Center holds a number of other music video VHS tapes of 1980’s and 90’s alternative rock music.
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Box List:
Box 1
11. Catherine Wheel, “Black Metallic” and “I Want to Touch You” from the album Ferment, Mercury Records, promotional use only
13. The Church, “Ripple”, Arista Records
Box 2
1. “Fleetwood Mac: The Early Years”, documentary, Rhino Home Video, 1995
3. Enya, “Moon Shadows”, Warner Reprise Video
5. The Doors, “Dance on Fire”, 1985
9. Miles Davis, “Miles Davis: The Music of Miles Davis”, BMG Video, Promo Only-Not for Sale
10. Shannon Curfman, KARE 11 News
11. The Robert Cray Band, Video Profile and “Don’t Be Afraid of the Dark” Video
14. Alice Cooper, Halloween Video ID’s, 10/23/89, Epic Records

Box 3
2. Peter Gabriel, “Secret World Live”, comes with brochure
4. Georgia Satellites, home video recording of a concert
5. Government Cheese, “For the Battered”
7. Beth Hart, Late Show with David Letterman, 10/6/99

Box 4
1. Nine Inch Nails, 50 minute video
2. The Motels, Sony Video 45, a video 45 release of the Sony Corp. of America
10. Leo Kottke, “Home and Away”, VIDEO NOT WITH COLLECTION
11. The Kinks, “Come Dancing with the Kinks”, 1986, Arista Records
14. Jason and the Scorchers, Indianapolis 86: Rock Influences, Mambo, Rock of the 80’s

Box 5
4. Rage Against the Machine, “Killing in the Name,” Epic Associated, for Promotional Use Only 11/27/92
10. Alan Parsons, “Turn It Up”, Arista Records
11. Alan Parsons, “Video Postcard”, Arista Records

Box 6
5. Utopia, “The Utopia Sampler”, 1983
11. The Rolling Stones, “The Steel Wheels Concert”

Box 7
1. “White Animals Home Movies”, Midnight music video from Channel 24 from Nashville
2. Stevie Ray Vaughan and Double Trouble, three songs, Epic, CMV Enterprises
5. Tina Turner, Promo Copy, video 45, Capital Records Inc., 1984
10. Social Distortion, “Bad Luck”, 1992

Box 8
4. VH1 Behind the Music, Jim Croce
5. Eric Clapton and Dr. John, VH1 Duets, Song Music, 1996
10. Brian Wilson, “I Just Wasn’t Made for These Times”, Palomar Pictures

Box 9
1. Shonen Knife, “vs. The Monsters of Toho”, Virgin Records
2. Tom Tom Club, “Compilation/Interview”, 05/22/89, VIDEO NOT WITH COLLECTION
3. Todd Rundgren, “Newswrap”, 05/22/89, VIDEO NOT WITH COLLECTION
4. B-52’s, “6 Videos Tied”, Warner Bros. Rec-Library, 07/19/89, VIDEO NOT WITH COLLECTION
Box 10
2. Madonna “Live! Blond Ambition World Tour ‘90”, HBO, Sunday Aug. 5th 9:00PM
3. REM, “Tour Film” Trailer, Warner Bros. Rec-Library
5. The Art of Noise featuring Tom Jones, “Kiss”, PolyGram Records

Box 11
4. Stereolab, “Miss Modular”, LP-Dots and Loops, Elektra/EEG, 1997

Box 12
1. AlternaVision Vol. 14
2. AlternaVision Vol. 15
3. AlternaVision Vol. 18
4. AlternaVision Vol. 27
5. AlternaVision Vol. 28
6. AlternaVision Vol. 29
7. AlternaVision Vol. 30
8. AlternaVision Vol. 31
9. AlternaVision Vol. 32
10. AlternaVision Vol. 33
11. AlternaVision Vol. 38
12. AlternaVision Vol. 43
13. AlternaVision Vol. 45

Box 13
1. AlternaVision Vol. 48
2. AlternaVision Vol. 49
3. AlternaVision Vol. 51
4. AlternaVision Vol. 52
5. Pop Vision Vol. 21
6. Pop Vision Vol. 23
7. Metal Vision Vol. 31
8. Metal Vision Vol. 37
11. Tommy Boy Music, Inc., Video Compilation Reel
14. Virgin Records, 6/18/90, VIDEO NOT WITH COLLECTION

Box 14
1. The Reel Vol. 6
2. Columbia Digital P.O.P. Reel 001
3. Columbia Digital P.O.P. Reel 002
4. Columbia Records, Metal Video Reel, “Cathedral/Entombed/Fudge Tunnel/Fishbone/Alice in Chains/Cathedral”
5. College Music Video, CMV, Alternative Show, May 1995
6. CEMAVision # 16
7. CEMAVision # 13
8. CEMAVision # 12
9. CEMAVision # 11
10. CEMAVision Summer 1991
11. CEMAVision Summer 1990
13. BMG Alternative Compilation Video #1

Box 15
1. “Center Stage: Keith Richards, Austin City Limits: B.B. King, Saturday Night Live: Sade, Paul Westerberg”
9. “Epic Records Compilation”
10. “Billy Block’s Western Beat LIVE”
11. madd hatter films video montage, directed by Peter Lauer
Box 16
1. Rock Video Monthly, October 1992
2. Rock Video Monthly, January 1993
3. Rock Video Monthly, April 1993
4. Rock Video Monthly, May 1993
5. Rock Video Monthly, June 1993
6. Rock Video Monthly, July 1993
7. Rock Video Monthly, August 1993

Box 17
3. “Island: Compilation Reel”
4. “Epic Records Hard Rock/Metal Video Compilation III”
5. Virgin Records, “September Compilation, 18 Reels Tied, 9/15/89”
6. “Reel Rock for Summer from Epic, Aug. ‘92”
7. Elektra Entertainment, “Sight and Sound Fall ’93”